2021 vNCWIT Summit on Women and IT

K-12 Alliance Member Huddle

3:00 p.m. PST / 6:00 p.m. EST
Welcome

JeffriAnne Wilder, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist, NCWIT

Lecia Barker, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, University of Colorado Boulder and Senior Research Scientist, NCWIT
Goals of Huddles

• Get Connected
• Quarterly Huddles around themes to stay informed
• Learn from each other
• Highlight the work that you are doing
• Share useful tools/opportunities with K-12 Alliance members
AWSM in CS!

Learning what teachers learned about attracting and retaining high school girls … during a pandemic.

Moderator: Dr. Joshua Childs, Educational Leadership and Policy, University of Texas at Austin
Acknowledgment

This work is funded by the National Science Foundation, Award #1837602
Our Problem: Texas data showed a widening gender CS gap
Our Solution:
Develop a Networked Improvement Community Designed to address the CS gender gap.
NIC Makeup:
12 Districts
22 Schools
23 Teachers
UT-Austin
Researchers
Sage Fox
AISD Central Admin
ACCELERATING WOMEN'S SUCCESS & MASTERY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Bowman Brannon III-Austin ISD
Jenna Justice-Austin ISD
Efrain Lopez- IDEA Public Schools
Chevaun McCray-Round Rock ISD
Nisa Sharma-Leander ISD
Charles Wang-Clear Creek ISD
THANK YOU